JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1X57
Non-Continuous
Time Code!
[u-bit #19200231]
2103-1-8
21:00:15 1) women stacking and folding pieces of cloth and other women
-21:00:28 working at sewing machines in textile factory
(1910s)

(N) Industry:
Garment
[color - orange tint]

21:00:31 2) Monaco - people walking on sidewalk with building in background, (N) France: Riviera
people on promenade and others sitting on benches on terrace,
-2bridge over street scene, people on street with trees and building
[b/w, stencil color]
on hill in background (1919 stock) [color]
[also see 1X62
21:01:42
views onto beach from hotel with autos and pedestrians [b/w]
for shorter shots
21:02:19
“The Well-Dressed Crowds Throng The Terraces.” - views of people
in color
walking on terraces, LS boardwalk with ocean liner in harbor, views
16:28:18-16:32:51]
of people walking on terrace, park, “Brilliant Sunshine Warms The
Perfumed Air.” - men on terrace watching women and children
playing game of turning around in circles [color]
21:04:54
people on terrace [color tint]
-21:05:07 (ca. 1915 and later) [French Pathe] <intertitles>

21:05:10 3) three high society women in fashionable dresses greeting each
-21:05:41 other in a room with one of the women with ample bosom taking
off her green coat and putting it on a chair [Pathe Freres - Paris]

(N) Color: StencilFrance - Gardens
Pre 1916
[stencil color]

21:05:44 4) boy dressed in sailor suit and three girls holding hands and turning
(N) France: Rural -21:07:58 around in circles, boy patting down dirt in large flower vase in park,
Pre 1920
boy on bridge feeding swans on stream below, boy sitting near pond
[color tints]
with water lilies?, views of people strolling in park
(1908) [French Pathe]
21:08:01 5) women folding and wrapping cloth in factory
-21:08:12 (pre 1920s)

(N) Industry:
Garment

21:08:16 6) HA PAN of women working at machines in textile factory
-21:08:38

(N) Working: Women
-41X57 -2-
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21:08:41 7) turn of the century sweatshop - women and man working at sewing (S) Working: Women
-21:08:54 machines with man examining glove worked on by woman, workers
-4in room with clothes on tables (1910s) <N.G. - rolling frame lines>
[film too shrunk
for proper transfer]
[also on 1X25
19:19:52-19:20:06]
[also see below
21:08:56-21:09:05]
21:08:56 8) turn of the century sweatshop - women and man working at
(S) Working: Women
-21:09:05 sewing machines with man examining glove worked on by woman
-4(1910s)
[also see above
21:08:56-21:09:05]

2103-2-2
21:09:06 1) women ironing in factory, men working at machines
-21:09:26 (1916)

(N) Industry:
Garment

21:09:28 2) women garment workers in factory with two men entering and
inspecting one woman’s work
21:09:48
long line of women wearing long dresses in factory punching
-21:10:10 time clock and walking away (1904)

(S) Industry:
Garment
(1904-20s)
[also on 1X38
15:11:17-15:11:56]
[also on 1A27
02:21:28-02:22:09]

2133-1-3
21:11:18 1) MS New York Central train along tracks with river, buildings
-21:12:43 and bridge in background, pedestrians walking on stairs and
along sidewalk in front of building, street scene with cars, trucks
and trolley along street past building, MLS train runby with river,
buildings and bridge in background and other stationary train
cars on tracks in foreground (ca. 1955)

(S) Pennsylvania:
Cities

21:12:45 2) MLS man holding pail and other men standing on street corner,
-21:13:43 MCS street sign: “Latona St.”, TRACK-OUT from street sign
to men standing on street corner, PAN down ornate tall building
with sign on building in b/g: “PSFS” to HA view of street scene
(1955)

(S) Louisiana:
New Orleans

1X57 -3-
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21:13:46 3) PAN from entrance of large house to another house, building
(S) Louisiana:
-21:16:03 with columns, HA LS tops of city buildings with body of water
New Orleans
in b/g, MLS HA man walking along sidewalk past line of parked
cars finding one locked and then the next one open and getting
inside, rear view of car along street, POV from front seat of car
moving along city street with driver’s hands on steering wheel and
another car in front stopping at intersection, MCS traffic light turning
green with sign underneath: “Wilkinson St.”, hands inside auto honking
horn, man in car in front getting out and starting to approach man
honking horn, crane moving bundle of hay?, truck moving out loaded
with sacks, CS alarm horn, HA MLS PAN along street scene, fat man
on bicycle riding along street with shadows all around, men standing
behind fruit stand with one man lighting cigarette, CSs truck runbys
(1955)

2133-2-1
21:16:09 1) boxing - “Golden Gloves - East-West Team Match”
- LS amateur ace Charles Liston of Chicago in white trunks
fighting Julius Griffin of New York in black trunks at Chicago
Stadium, CUT AWAYS to crowd, announcer, officials and press
at table near ringside, boxing action with Liston winning fight,
CS man in crowd applauding, Liston prancing around ring with
his arms in the air after having been announced the winner
21:17:29
LS boxing action, boxing action with Bill Tate of the West being
pronounced winner by referee after two knockdowns in fight
-21:18:25 with Bill Ford of the East (03/31/53)

(S) Newsreels:
Telenews
TWS 4 #14 (S-5)

2352-1-18
21:18:31 17) diagram indicating size of new and old notes, MLS many
-21:19:20 women working in large office of U.S. Mint, MCS woman
flipping through sheets of money, label for series of gold
certificates (1928-29) <outtakes from #18 below>

(N) Government:
Treasury Dept.
1X57 -4-

21:19:23 18) “Short Of Cash? You’re Going To Be Even Shorter!”

(N) Government:

-21:21:46
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- man bringing sheets of bills for two other men to look at,
Treasury Dept.
“Samples Of The Reduced-Sized Currency Are Examined By
Secretary Mellon And Assistant Secretary Bond” - the two men
flipping through sheets of bills, “How The New Bills Compare In
Size With The Old” - hand with pen pointing at diagram indicating
size of new and old notes, workers including African-Americans
in Bureau of Engraving, money going through machines, labels for
series of gold certificates, sample portraits of men to appear on each
denomination of dollar bills: Washington on $1; Jefferson on $2;
Lincoln on $5; Hamilton on $10; Jackson on $20; Grant on $50;
Franklin on $100; McKinley on $500; Cleveland on $1000; James
Madison on $5000, Salmon P. Chase on $10,000 (1929) [Kinograms]

352-3-1
21:21:48 1) Iowa - recreational golf with men waiting on tee with bags on carts, (S) Sports: Mixed And
man putting on practice green, MLS man teeing off, MCS man
Misc.
taking off head cover from his driver and then teeing up ball and
[color]
then knocking ball off tee just as he is about to swing, CS another
man making practice swing, CS club addressing ball and beginning
back swing, men playing hole, views of men putting on greens, man
having just teed off
21:22:50
views of people swimming and diving in swimming pool
21:23:26
views of professional baseball game action
21:24:32
views of water skiing exhibition and crowd
-21:26:23 (1958 or 1960)

1X57 -52367-1-1
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21:26:34 1) early Columbia Pictures logo of woman with light emanating from
(N) Nevada: Reno
-21:35:18 torch being held in her raised hand
(1931)
Reno - “Walter Futter’s Travelaughs With John P. Medbury”
“Travelaugh”
- runbys of passenger trains, train whistle going off, street scene
[sound]
at night with neon sign: “Reno - The Biggest Little City In The
World”, HA street scene in business district, street scene in front of bank
with autos, trucks and pedestrians, exterior of telegraph office, Mayor Roberts
with wife in front of his house pumping water into bucket from well, neon signs
for various nightclubs and cafes, exterior of club with sign: “Ladies Invited”,
interior with people gambling at roulette wheel, man at blackboard writing
information about horse races, men playing card game, man walking upstairs to
speakeasy, CS glass being filled with beer, man who is a rum runner sitting on
platform next to kegs of rum smoking pipe and reading newspaper, MCS row of
women’s legs with African-American man shining one of the woman’s pair of shoes,
Chief of Police at desk looking at documents and speaking on telephone, views of
courthouse with traffic going by and U.S. flag flying on top, woman on courthouse
steps checking makeup, people entering courthouse, woman coming out of courthouse
after divorce kissing cold stone pillar which reminds her of her husband and shaking
hands with her lawyer, views of woman on bridge over Truckee River throwing
wedding band into river, people strolling in public park, two fat women sitting and
laughing on bench, couple kissing on park bench, views of woman with children on
bench next to swings, woman smoking cigarette with holder while buying oranges
from vendor at fruit stand, two flirtatious women walking by man on sidewalk and
getting into auto with one women waving back at man, man and woman looking at rings
in jewelry store with woman trying one on, woman walking dogs on sidewalk, sign:
“Cal-Neva Entrance”, exterior of hotel with line on roof indicating state line, couples
on verandah, CS woman wearing fox stole, CS smiling woman wearing hat, scenic view
of people on lawn with trees, pond and buildings in background, female students from
“Nevada University Of Mind” walking on sidewalk
[Columbia Pictures Corp. Presents] <some scratches> <some rolling frame lines>

2367-2-6
21:35:25 1) views of people walking on promenade and sitting on chairs on
-21:35:41 French Riviera? (pre 1915?) [Pathe Freres - Paris]

(N) Color: Stencil Pathe - Misc.
[color]

21:35:45 2) PAN along busy street scene with pedestrians, horse-drawn
-21:36:02 carriages and autos in front of building with sign: “Aux Galeries
Lafayette” (ca. 1910)

(N) France: Paris Teens
1X57 -6-

21:36:05 3) Above Lake Lugano - POV from boat of elaborate buildings along
(N) Italy: Teens
-21:38:19 river, sightseers and captain on boat, “Tropical Gardens”, excursion
boat passing by, POVs from train up hills, people on platform looking
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out at mountains (pre 1915) <many rolling frame lines> <some decomp>
21:38:21 4) white man and woman being carried in hammock by black natives
-21:39:17 through jungle, white family and dog at picnic table (ca. 1914)
<some decomp>

(N) Africa: Pre 1920

21:39:20 5a) views of four girls playing with dolls in living room
-21:40:35 (pre 1915)

(N) Color: Stencil
-3[transferred
first in b/w see below for
color]

21:40:38 6) “Newark, N. J. - The Essex County Mosquito Extermination
(N) New Jersey:
-21:41:25 Commission Conduct A Campaign Of Destruction Against That
Newark
Irritating Disease Carrier.” - man emptying barrel and pan of water,
“‘A Little Gasoline Poured On Any Stagnant Water Suffocates The
Mosquito Larva.’” - man showing woman sample of water in barrel and
pouring in some gasoline, “Special Spraying Apparatus Is Used On The
Stagnant Pools And Marshes Which Cover Hundreds Of Square Miles Of
The State Of New Jersey.” - men spraying foliage by stream, quick view
of men closing man hole cover in sidewalk (1915) [Pathe News]
21:41:28 5b) views of four girls playing with dolls in living room
-21:42:44 (pre 1915)

(N) Color: Stencil
-3[color]
[also above
in b/w]

2367-3-3
21:42:47 1) “Thousands Of Aged Apply For Pensions - New York - American
(N) Depressions:
-21:43:23 Ass’n For Old Age Security Helps In Huge Registration Task”
Programs
- views of over 70 year men and women signing registration
documents including African-American women (1930) [Kinograms]
21:43:27 2) “Noted Men Honored At $10,000,000,000 Dinner - New York
-21:44:19 - 2000 Gather To Pay Tribute To Pioneers Of American Industry
--- Some Of The Guests” - line of men dressed in tuxedos, MCSs
Nicholas Murray Butler (President of Columbia), Orville Wright,
Charles M. Schwab (pioneer in iron and steel), Henry Firestone,
Henry Ford, Thomas Edison (1927) [Kinograms]

(N) Awards

1X57 -721:44:22 3) CS <Bela Lugosi??> speaking on ship and with metal on his
-21:44:28 coat lapel

(N) Personalities:
LP-LZ
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21:44:38
-21:57:14

Tight Shoes (1923) [Hal Roach]
<intertitles> <comedy>

(S) PA - Q4H #56

- many women storming into shoe store knocking over manager,
women giving new clerk money for shoes all at the same time, clerk
putting money in shoe box and accidentally putting woman’s shoes into
same box and giving box to woman, after giving box with no money to
manager clerk realizing his mistake and running out to women on sidewalk,
clerk emptying all their boxes and finally finding the one with the money,
clerk using vacuum cleaner to scoop up the money off of side walk, clerk
taking vacuum bag to manager but it is empty, woman clerk who has crush
on clerk bringing bag with money to manager and clerk being grateful, man
entering store with basket of grapes, clerk measuring his feet and having
hard time getting shoes to fit, clerk sending man’s basket of grapes to
woman clerk in front of store by conveyor, women sending back empty
basket and clerk cutting off grapes decorating woman customer’s hat and
placing them into basket, man putting on extra pairs of shoes under socks
making new shoes difficult to fit, man eating plastic grapes and jumping all
around store in pain, clerk pulling off man’s new shoes during effort to
retrain him and finding shoes under his socks, clerk calling him a thief and
throwing him out front door and onto the backs of two policemen who
take him away, clerk placing woman’s shoes on back of wife of manager’s
dress, clerk retrieving shoes but tearing off part of wife’s dress, manager
seeing his wife’s dress in clerk hands of clerk and telling him: “You’re N.G.
- No Good - I Fire You!”, manager throwing clerk out front door on to sidewalk,
clerk bringing man with monkey back into store and telling manager that he
will sell him a pair of shoes, monkey causing havoc by running around store
with everyone chasing him, shelves being knocked down everywhere, monkey
wiping clerk’s head after clerk coming up from under fallen shelf

